In era of information technology and computerization is affecting the world of commerce.
Introduction
The development of science and technology today has brought mankind to the era of information technology and computerization. One of them is internet technology. Internet technology originated from the creation of computer network technology around the year 1969.
Computer networks are several computers connected to each other by using a cable in one location, for example in one office or building. This computer network works so resources. This is of course more effective and efficient to market the company's products, either in the form of goods or services, and can be an effort to improve the services of the company. With the hope of increasing revenue and reducing operational costs [1] .
Initially electronic trading was conducted within business transactions among large companies, banks, and among other financial institutions. But in its development focus of electronic commerce through the internet is shifting approaching individual consumers.
Electronic commerce is currently being done not only by big companies, but also by small and medium-sized companies, as well as individual businesses [1] .
Internet technology is also widely used by corporations, educational institutions, government agencies, and military institutions around the world to provide information to people everywhere. Even every internet user can communicate with other users from all over the world. They can exchange information quickly and easily.
Formerly the internet can only be used by certain circles and with certain components only. But now people are at home can connect to the internet by using a modem and telephone network. Any desired information can be obtained anytime and anywhere, not limited by time and place [11] .
Utilization of internet technology to date has been much to provide convenience for humans in carrying out daily work, not least for the whole Indonesian society. Although DOI 10 .18502/kss.v3i14. 4333 Page 492
The First ELEHIC the phone penetration is still not fully reach the layers of people across the country, but it must be recognized the wave of Internet penetration has been so great in Indonesia.
According to data from the Association of Internet Service Providers Indonesia (APJII), the average internet growth in Indonesia reaches 25-40 percent per year. In 2008 internet users in Indonesia is estimated to reach 27 million people, in 2012 increased to 62 million people, And in 2013 to 74 million more people. Can we imagine that the number continues to increase until now.
This rapid technological development has brought many changes to the lifestyle of most Indonesians. The pattern of life is happening almost in all areas, both social, cultural, trade and other fields. In the field of commerce, the Internet began to be widely used as a medium of business activity primarily because of its contribution to efficiency.
There is easy to transact and do business in the world of commerce through the internet, so that one does not need to go to the place of bidding / selling of a good or service.
In conducting business transactions a buyer does not have to look directly with the seller as in a conventional market, but simply through the internet as an electronic media connected online [12] .
With this kind of internet technology, human action, human interaction, and human relationships have significantly changed, especially in trade or business relations. In the business world, information and communication technology is used one of them for electronic trading activity or known as Electronic Commerce (e-commerce) or Electronic
Business. E-Commerce is a trade using internet communication network. Broadly speaking, electronic commerce or e-commerce is defined as a way to sell and purchase goods and services over the Internet, which also includes various aspects such as purchase transactions, ordering systems for goods / services, ordering data management, funds transfer for payment, confirmation payment by the buyer and others.
In Indonesia electronic commerce or e-commerce is no longer a new thing at this time. This trade is known as online shopping or shopping via the internet. Currently ecommerce is one of the economic activities that are in great demand by Indonesians. In the era of globalization and free trade today, many emerging various products / services that are marketed to consumers via the internet.
Online stores have become one of the market sales of products and services that many people in demand today. Easily see the products offered as well as other advantages make online stores into business opportunities are quite popular today. The presence of e-commerce provides a great deal of indulgence to consumers, because consumers do not need to go out to shop. As expressed by the Visa Survey of Indonesia, DOI 10 .18502/kss.v3i14.4333 Page 493
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Respondents revealed that the availability of facilities to be able to compare prices, shop for the latest products, and access to attractive offers is the main reason they shop online. More than half (60%) of online shopping respondents can get discounts and promotional offers. Almost half of them (49%) feel that online shopping offers cheaper rates than stores in malls or department stores. While a quarter of respondents (39%)
said that with online shopping they can get more information when they want to make a decision.
In addition to having many factors that can be profitable, electronic commerce also has many shortcomings. In this type of trade there are both positive and negative things.
It is said to be positive because these conditions can provide benefits for consumers to freely choose goods / services they want, without having to come directly to the store that sells. Consumers have the freedom to determine the type and goods / services quality according to their needs, without being limited by time.
It is said to be negative because the condition causes the consumer's position to be weaker than the business actor position in this case the seller [4] .It is said to be weaker because consumers are more likely to experience losses, such as wrong or damaged product shipments or even less, more expensive prices, and payment security by consumers.
Google survey-Indonesia results found that concerns about receiving damaged goods (67%) or goods worries are not up to (54%) is a factor that worries them in online shopping. Customers are also wary of the additional cost of shipping and customs (65%).
The possibility of personal information misuse also limits them to online shopping (60%).
A total of 59 percent wanted immediate confirmation at the time of payment and 58 percent attached importance to a product return policy for online purchases.
In conducting electronic commerce transactions on the internet, trust is a concept that consumers desire. Because in this transaction, the consumer as a buyer of a product must pay some money through the transfer of funds via a bank before the product is delivered by the seller. With this concept of trust, consumers can be free to buy anything,
anywhere and anytime over a product or service on the internet, without worrying about being fooled. [5] This principle of trust is one of the important principles known in the law of the covenant, namely [8] : If a person who entered into a contract with another party should be able to grow trust between the two parties that each other will fulfill his achievement In the Law no. 11 of 2008 on Information and Electronic Transactions, it is stated a rule of law that regulates the use of supporting instruments based on information technology used in e-commerce transactions such as: [10] 1. Authentication of legal subjects that make transactions over the internet;
2. When the agreement is in force and has a legally binding force; 3. Electronic information and / or electronic documents are declared valid if using electronic system in accordance with the provisions set forth in this Law.
According to the general explanation of the ITE Act, although e-commerce activities are virtual (cyberspace), but can be categorized as a real action or legal act. Activities in the virtual world (cyber) is a virtual activity that has a very real impact even though the evidence is electronic. Therefore the subject of the offender must also be qualified as a person who has committed a real legal act.
The term consumer protection relates to legal protection. Therefore, consumer protection contains legal aspects. The material that gets protection is not just physical, but moreover its abstract rights. In other words, consumer protection is in fact identical to the protection provided by the law on consumer rights [2] .
The term consumer comes from the word consumer from English, or a consument of the Dutch language. Understanding of the consumer depends on where he is. Literally the meaning of the word consumer is (opposite of the manufacturer) any person who uses the goods. The purpose of the use of goods or services will then determine which consumer groups belong to which the user is. Similarly, the Great English-Indonesian Dictionary gives the word consumer as a user or consumer [9] .
In the case of consumer or buyer protection, will not be separated from the legal arrangements derived from Law no. The First ELEHIC contract between the two parties or more, then the rules relating to the contract issue will be covered therein.
According to Michael Chissick and Kelman that in e-commerce actually there are no new things, but only old problems are packed in a new frame that is through the internet [7] . So according to Chissick and Kelman, things that apply to contractual relations or trade transactions are done conventionally, also apply to contracts made through the internet.
In electronic buying and selling transaction, related parties are 2. Acceptance, may be done subject to offer.
3. Payments, may be made directly or indirectly, for example through internet facilities, but are still subject to the national financial system.
4. Delivery, is a process done after payment of goods offered by the seller to the buyer, in this case the buyer is entitled to the receipt of the intended goods.
Research Methods

Type of research
The research method used in this research is analytical descriptive, supported by empirical or sociological juridical method, meaning that by giving explanation or description of an event under study by analyzing based on data obtained from research result, which then connected with materials primary, secondary and tertiary law, to come to conclusions.
Approach method
The approach used in this research is the normative juridical approach, that is by reviewing the legal principles and legal system related to the subject matter of this research.
Research stages
Stages performed in this research are:
Observation
Conducted to obtain primary data, by collecting data cases related to consumer protection e-commerce in Indonesia.
Library research
Library research, Which is done to obtain secondary data, which is a method of collecting data by reading or assembling books of legislation and other literary sources related to the object of research. This method is done to obtain secondary data, by conducting an assessment of: 
Data analysis method
The data obtained in this study is then analyzed by qualitative juridical. The qualitative juridical method is a juridical analysis with qualitative data to draw conclusions as outlined in the form of statements and writings. The analysis of this data is based on the legislation as the norm of positive law and without using mathematical models of statistic, after qualitative analysis then the data will be presented descriptively qualitative and systematic.
Discussion
Legal actions that can be taken by consumers harmed in e-commerce transactions
Legal actions for e-commerce problems that occur in Indonesia can be through nonlitigation and litigation channels. Considering consumers in filing a lawsuit in a consumer dispute is that any form of loss suffered by a consumer may be brought to justice regardless of the magnitude of the losses suffered, it is permitted by considering the following [6] : the interests of the plaintiff (consumer) can not be measured solely from the value of money loss, the belief that the door of justice should be open to everyone including small and poor consumers, to maintain the integrity of judicial bodies, that the provision of an element of error is the burden and responsibility of the business actor because UUPK adheres to the principle of product responsibility as regulated in Article 19 jo Article 28 UUPK.
Legal action is the whole business or action to solve a legal problem. In e-commerce there are two kinds of legal action that is:
Preventive efforts
Preventive efforts can be interpreted as any attempt made to prevent the occurrence of an event or circumstances that are not desirable. In e-commerce transactions, this undesirable condition is the occurrence of losses, especially losses on the consumer.
Preventive measures need to be applied as e-commerce dispute settlement is relatively difficult, takes a long time to complete and often requires a high cost. For example, two
Hongkong and Australians need five months to get a refund of the goods purchased.
Therefore, e-commerce disputes should be prevented as much as possible.
In efforts to prevent the occurrence of loss of steps that can be taken that is:
A. Consumer development
Consumer coaching is contained in Article 29 paragraph (1) UUPK where it is mentioned that:
The Government is responsible for fostering the implementation of consumer protection that ensures the rights of consumers and business actors and the implementation of the obligations of consumers and business actors.
Then in paragraph (4) mentioned that the guidance of the implementation of consumer protection aims to:
1. Creation of a business climate and a healthy relationship between business actors and consumers.
2. The development of consumer self-help organizations.
3. Improving the quality of human resources and improving research and development activities in the field of consumer protection.
Consumer coaching aims to let consumers know their rights as consumers and encourage business actors to work in a healthy way. In the current era of information DOI 10 .18502/kss.v3i14.4333 Page 501
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B. Supervision and protection
The government's obligation to conduct supervision and protection is contained in UUPK Article 30 paragraph (1) 
Repressive attempts
A repressive effort is an attempt to solve a legal problem that has already occurred. This effort is used when there has been a dispute between business actors and consumers.
According to UUPK, one of the rights of consumers is to get advocacy, protection and efforts to resolve disputes appropriately (UUPK Article 4 point e). In addition, one of the obligations of a business actor is to provide compensation, indemnification and / or compensation for losses arising from the use, use and use of traded goods and / or services (UUPK Article 7 butif f). In e-commerce transactions many things can cause a dispute as mentioned above that can reduce the sense of consumer confidence in e-commerce system, so that required an effective dispute resolution mechanism and efficient.
Legal protection for e-commerce consumer considered by law no. 8 of 1999 on consumer protection
Based on the description above, it can be seen that the settlement of consumer disputes through the litigation path is not as complicated as imagined by consumers in general.
Because in the settlement of consumer disputes through the courts, the party charged to prove whether there is an element of error is the burden and responsibility of the business actor.
Consumer protection laws have been able to provide adequate legal protection for consumers in the conduct of moving and selling transactions through e-commerce. Such legal protection is evident in the provisions of UUPK, supported by the legal rules in Law
No. 12 of 2008 on ITE where both laws have governed the use of consumer personal data, the legal terms of an e-commerce transaction, the use of CA (Certification Authority), the problem of the standard clause and regulates the prohibited act for the business actor in marketing and producing goods and / or services to the consumer, which can serve as the guiding object (goods and services) in e-commerce transactions.
An act against the law or in violation of the Law, may occur in an electronic sale and purchase transaction. Consumers as the aggrieved party may demand the responsibility of the business actor, provided that it can be proved that the elements of the act are against the law. Therefore, in e-commerce activities, it is necessary that the legal force in addition to regulating the rights and obligations of business actors and consumers, also strictly regulate the actions categorized as prohibited acts that can lead to legal sanctions for anyone who performs such acts.
In the Consumer Protection Act is regulated on prohibited acts for business actors, which aims to protect the rights of consumers, provided for in Article 8 through Arti- The First ELEHIC
Conclusion
Based on the above discussion, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
Suggestions
Suggestions that can be given for legal protection for consumers in e-commerce transactions can be guaranteed are as follows: Electronic Transactions, to include obligations for e-commerce websites that collect consumer personal data to include their privacy policies so that data the personal data of the consumer is kept confidential.
2. It is necessary to socialize the ITE Act so that the public will know that there is now a law regulating the use of electronic information and transactions. Besides, with the socialization of UU ITE expected business actors, consumers and the government to prepare themselves to the provisions of the law in the Law on ITE so that the implementation of the ITE Act can be run effectively.
